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Synopsis

Hartman's Nursing Assistant Care: Long-Term Care, 2nd Edition  The second edition of one of our best-selling nursing assistant training textbook (formerly known as Nursing Assistant Care) includes information on long-term care and some material on subacute and acute care. This edition of the textbook contains:  - In-depth information on residents’ rights and special boxes throughout that teach ways to promote independence and prevent abuse and neglect - New information on culture change - Up-to-date, comprehensive material on infection prevention - Material on anatomy and physiology with an emphasis on normal changes of aging and observing and reporting - Updated nutrition information on MyPyramid, special diets, and feeding techniques - Current information on legal issues, such as HIPAA and the Patient Self-Determination Act - 1 chapter containing subacute and acute care information, including pre- and post-operative care, as well as mechanical ventilation, chest tubes, and artificial airways - Chapter-ending material which develops critical thinking, as well as tests the chapter - A table of procedures, common abbreviations list, a special appendix with a math review, and a glossary
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Customer Reviews

I really felt that it could have used some more in depth information in some parts, but then might have gone spontaneously into too much information in others. I’m an RN student that decided to take a CNA class for personal enrichment and to keep my skills sharp. Some areas I really felt gave information without the rationale that I know you have to have to understand WHY. And then, in
other areas, it gave enough details as to how a system works, but used these large words that it didn’t really define—expecting you to already know it, which you wouldn’t unless you’d had nursing education ABOVE the CNA level. I just thought that was a bit poorly written.

I would recommend this book for CNA students or those who need an introduction into Nursing Care. The book is colorful, clear, and concise. Wording is easy to understand.

Hard to believe a book used in a college would have several typographical errors, which irritated me, but the content was very interesting and informative.

Had to buy it for my CNA class. Arrived on time and is very simple to understand. Thoroughly explains all the step-by-step procedures you need to know.

This book is great informational and was the book the school required. good price fast shipping. easy to read and easy to comprehend the information

This book is divided very well. Chapters are 10 to 20 pages long and have easy to read sections. The chapter review asks just the right questions.

Fantastic! really better than what i thought! recommended for sure. lol i sound like a robot but yea its good. def worth it and good teachings.

I had a great experience my package came on time.....n the quality of the book was also in good shape.... my money was worth it ..thankz
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